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INTRODUCTION
The area with which this paper is concerned
largely comprises a plateau of mature, moderately
low relief, the level of which gradually falls to the
west, and which terminates on the seaward side in
a steep scarp slope. At the foot of this scarp is
situated a small and much dissected bench and
slightly below this again is a coastal zone, con-
sisting mainly of rocky headlands and sandy bay-
head beaches but also, in places, containing dunes
and alluvial flats. Traversing and draining part
of the area is the Pieman River which, quite
apart from being the largest river of the area under
consideration is one of the major water courses of
Tasmania.
The area surveyed is indicated in flgure I, a
location map of the area, and this report is the
result of a brief period of field work during which
traverses were made of typical sections of country,
and examination made of the various geomorpho-
logical units as determined by previous photo-inter-
pretation of aerial photographs. The units have
been mapped upon aerial photographs but there
is a certain amount of ground survey information
available (Nicolls, K. D. and Taylor, R. personal
communication), and full use has been made of
this.
Much of this paper is occupied with the features
displayed within the actual survey area, but there
are several pertinent and relevant phenomena to
be observed just outside this limited area and these
are cited as evidence where suitable and neces-
sary.
GENERAL GEOMORPHOLOGY
The Pieman-Corinna area has been subdivided
into three geomorphological units, a plateau, bench,
and coastline, each of which transgresses geological
boundaries; and the two major stratigraphic units
the Pre-Cambrian metamorphics (comprising
quartzites, conglomerates, phyllites, and hornfels)
and the granite, which intrudes the metamorphics,
both appear in each cf the major geomorphological
units. Erosion surfaces are clearly of importance
in this area, whilst structural control of relief is
of secondary significance, a factor which renders
the area all the more interesting. The plateau is
an undulating or gently rolling surface extending
from approximately 250 to 900 feet above mean sea-
level; protruding above the general level of the
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plateau are various residual remnants such as Mt.
Sunday, Mt. Norfolk (2600 feet), Mt. Hadmar
(2500 feet) and Mt. Vera (2300 feet), and to the
east, at a height of some 900-1000 feet, the plateau
gives way to the rugged high peaks of the Meredith
Range.
Deeply incised in the plateau is the Pieman River
which flows in a gorge, the sides of which become
less precipitous towards the sea. The river is
exceptionally deep, being of the order of 90 feet
in its lower reaches, and at Hell's Gates the channel
has never been bottomed despite a sounding of
130 feet. The deep channel continues for some 12
miles upstream from Corinna and here there are
rapids in the vicinity of which the river quickly
shallows to four or five feet; but above the rapids
the trench-like form of the channel is maintained.
A tidal effect is felt at least as far upstream as
Corinna where the range is of the order of two
feet. However, the river is unnavigable because of
a recently formed wave-constructed bar at its
mouth. (In the latter part of the last century
steamers did penetrate a considerable distance up
the Pieman and in one of the tributaries of the
river the wreck of one such ship remains.)
The general course of the Pieman within the area
considered herein is east-north-east to west-south-
west, and in its lower reaches, at least, the
channel follows the strike of the metamorphics for
considerable stretches. On the whole the river
widens gradually towards the mouth, but there is
a considerable constriction at Hell's Gates where
the river crosses resistant quartzite strata which
cause the channel to narrow to less than 100 yards.
Just to the east of Hell's Gates is a well-formed
intrenched meander in which the absence of a pro-
nounced slip-off slope is noticeable.
Compared with the Pieman all other streams of
the area are minor; they follow the regional slope
of the area and flow from east-north-east to west-
south-west giving a good parallel drainage pattern,
though in detail structural effects (e.g., angular
patterns) are discernible.
The general physiography is illustrated in fig. 2,
a much generalised block diagram of the area, and
in flg. 3 cross sections, of which the locations are
indicated in fig. 4, are presented. Various aspects
of the geomorphology of the area are illustrated
by photographs included at the end of this paper.
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not thought necessary that a surface of low relief
should extend over a whole continent or island be-
fore the term is utilised. For example, the
" aowns" area of north-west Queensland [See
TWidale, C. R. Forthcoming reports on the" Geo-
morphology of the Leichhardt-Gilbert Area"
(N.W. Queensland).] is considered to be a pene-
plain for it does extend over many thousands of
square miles, yet to either side upland areas occur.
Since the plateau surface is not considered to
be that of an uplifted peneplain it follows that the
residual remnants such as Mt. Donaldson, Mt.
Sunday and Mt. Norfolk cannot, by definition, be
termed monadnocks, though it is to be emphasised
that they are essentially of a similar residual
nature.
Furthermore, as is mentioned above, the plateau
surface should not be attributed to a cycle of
erosion but to an epicycle, or a cycle which has
been interrupted before cDmpletion was attained.
The intrenched meander with no slip-off slopes
located on the Pieman and referred to earlier
was possibly inherited from the surface of low re-
lief associated with this epicycle.
The widespread distribution of the pebbles on the
plateau surface indicates that they were deposited
during or after the erosion of the surface; the
occurrence of the pebbles on divide and in valley
depression alike suggests that they are not fluvia-
tile in origin for streams could not attain such
a wide spread of pebbles in an area of low rolling
relief. However, E. S. Hills (personal communi-
cation) has directed to the attention of the writer
Victorian examples of rounded gravel with which
is associated alluvial gold, widely spread over rise
crests and local divides, and whose fluviatile origin
is beyond doubt. Also, J. N. Jennings (personal
communication) has pointed out that statistical
evidence concerning the degree of roundness and
size composition of the quartz pebbles would be
required before any more definite opinion could
be given as to the origin of the gravels. A. Spry
(personal communication) suggests that the higher
level gravels of the Brown's Plains area are of
definite non-marine origin, whereas the lower level
gravels situated nearer to the present coast may
conceivably be of marine origin; and K. D. Nicolls
(personal communication) who has had the benefit
of a further examination of the gravels of the
Brown's Plains area is also of the opinion that
they are of non-marine origin. There appear to be
four possibilities: viz., that the gravels are of (1)
marine, (2) fluviatile (3) fiuvioglacial or (4) glacial
(sub-glacial or englaciaD origin. The present
writer would favour the first or third possibility,
but in the absence of palaeontological evidence no
positive conclusion can be reached.
The 400 foot level, with its well-defined terraces,
which are interpreted as beach terraces, appears
well represented, and though palaeontological
evidence is again desirable, may be accepted at this
stage. If there were a period of higher sea-level
than at present, then, during this period of sub-
mergence of the land, material was doubtless
carried down the sub-marine slope and deposited
in irregularities on the surface and indeed covered
much of the former land surface with a veneer of
debris. Such a postulate might well explain the
pedology of the plateau area.
There is no evidence to indicate that the
suggested relative changes of sea-level were
accompanied by any deformation of the land and
it is not unreasonable to conceive that the changes
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TABLE I
PERIOD AGE
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Planation of upper surface(s) of Tasmania.
(Tertiary faulting of west coast of Tasmania.)
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RECENT
Dissection and planation of upper surface,
with formation of high level plateau in
Pieman-Corinna Area.
(Basalt extrusion in Waratah area.>
(?J High-level beach formation and marine
deposition.
Rise in sea-level to 400 foot level Beach formation.
Fall in sea-level to 70 foot level. Marine planation of edge of plateau; bench
formed.
Further fall in sea-level. Dissection of terrace, and formation of lower
marine bench.
Dunes built; subsequent swamp formation.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES
PLATE I
No. l.~Coastlin€": extensive wave erosion along possible strike
fault in highly inclined Pre-Cambrian metasediments.
No. 2.-Wave-cut terrace: with scarp and plateau to right.
At Pieman Heads.
No. 3.~Massive qnartzites exposed in coastline. North of
Conical Harbour.
No. 4.-Coastlin€': wave erosion along strike of relatively un-
resistant strata~ North of Rupert Point.
No. 5,-Marine terrace from top of plate'au residual; low
residual hill in right middleground. South side of Pieman
Heads.
No. G.-Rectangular granite blocks in plateau scarp, nort.h of
Rupert Point.
No. 7.-Marine terra.ce, with plateau above. Residual moun-
tain standing above plateau in far distance.
No. 8.-Plate-au residuals standing above level of marine terrace
at Rupert Point.
PLATE II
No. l.--Gorge of Pieman River.
No. 2.-Gorge of Pieman River. Plateau seen in background.
No. 3.-Landslide on side of Gorge of Pieman River.
No. 4.-" Button~grass plains." Plateau top, with Mt. Donald-
son, monadnock-like residual, on skyline.
No. 5.-Mesa-like plateau remnants at Rupert Point.
No. 6.-" Button-grass plains" on top of plateau.


